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5.0 out of 5 stars By Rebecca H.- April 20, 2016I ADORE THESE"This series has been

amazing..."**************************************DEATH STILL Detectives Strong and Layne are

tracking a killer who's adept at covering his trail, and making their job difficult. His targets are smart

women, who should know better than to get trapped, but somehow are not on guard when they

should be. What's most disturbing is the killer's motive. Jason and Vanessa are in a race to stop this

guy, before he creates anymore 'collections'.*************************************THE FIRST 10 JASON

BOOKS IN ONE SET- *AN OVER $14.00 VALUE - JUST

6.50https://www..com/Detective-Strong-Mysteries-SUSPENSE-MYSTERY-ebook/dp/B00UVYSK5M

****************************************Get a FREE copy of the ebookÃ¢â‚¬Å“WHEREÃ¢â‚¬â„¢S MY

SON?Ã¢â‚¬Â•Detective Jason Strong #1Visit this
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This has been a great Christian detective series so far, it's like a faith based police procedurals

show. Not only showing the work of law enforcement but what's behind the badge. Each character

has there own story as a whole.In this installment of the series, Detective Jason Strong and his

trusty partner, Vanessa Layne, and the rest of the members of the San Antonio Police Department

have another case on their hands. a husband returns home to find his wife dead in the basement of

there home. A puzzling case for the duo of Strong and Layne. When she is discovered tied to a lawn

chair, cuts on her wrists. Jason and Vanessa embark of the case, not knowing what the killer has in

store for them.It is a great series, if you prefer hard-boiled detective novels, still provide a good story

with mystery and suspense, but don't want to find too much violence, profanity, and sex scenes. I

would highly recommend this series for anyone that wants to read.

To read the next Jason Strong story. Clean, exciting, and lots of suspense. So good to read a

suspense novel without all of the bad words and sex and see God glorified. Thank you Mr. Dalglish!

I have to say this is my least favorite book in the series so far (having read all 7 of them in order).

Why? It just didn't have the suspense I want in a mystery.This story is basically read from two

perspectives. On one hand we see things from the killer's thoughts and actions. On the other hand

we see things from the investigative process through the conversations and actions carried out to

identify and stop the killer.While I have seen this done many times before and still really enjoyed the

book, it just didn't work as well for me this time because this time we don't have enough tension -

enough suspense - enough "will the victim escape or not?" - enough ANYthing. There's not even

any tension in the build up to the victim BECOMING the victim. It's just a-H-a you have a victim



(notice there's only a tiny second of build up in the middle when she actually becomes the victim -

none before or after) and ho-hum it's over! Rather bland.Everything is just more or less laid out for

us to read along. Sure, we know he's going to be caught: this IS Det. Strong! All we have to do is

see how much is left unread for us to know, "This is the time he'll be caught!"And we also know

what's going to happen: how he picks his victims, how he sets up the day for the murder, how the

murder will be committed..... everything about it! Even that it's only going to take 3-4 days per victim.

Because all these little steps are laid out for us as we are reading. Which is kinda what is supposed

to happen, but usually there is a little suspense SOMEwhere!Not all that exciting. Not up to par with

the previous six books. A little bit of a disappointment.HOWEVER, that being said - that is NOT to

say this is a bad book. Not at all! Trust me: I have read bad books, and this is NOT one of them! Not

even close! This is a good story - just not as good (for me) as the previous 6 because it seems so

calm. You may feel completely different about it.Det. Strong and his partner, Vanessa, once again

must work to find a killer before he takes another life. He thinks he is doing the world a favor and

making great art. But he never asked his victims if they wanted to be pieces of art.Jason and

Vanessa are determined to stop this killer. After all, not all "art" should not be created. It's about time

at least one artist find that out.

I'm on number 9 of the Jason Strong series. I love this series and can't seem to put the books down.

Each one is great. Strong characters you can really get caught up with. They never disappoint! I'm

going through them so fast and the only problems with that is that I'll be lost when I read the last

one. I just hope the author doesn't get tired of writing the Jason Strong books because I'll never get

tired of reading them!!!!!

As you read these books you will definitely begin to feel as if you have become part of the character

family. As I have already said, these books are well written and I feel comfortable recommending

them to anyone to read and enjoy. Excellent writing.

I find the Dalglish series of mysteries to be really good. They are (for me) the type of book you don't

want to put down. Also, they really are "clean suspense" mysteries, if that makes any difference to

you. The story lines are good; I enjoy the character and following them up in the sequels, all of

which i have read. Any mystery lover I feel will enjoy this series!

The combination of police and investigative work within Danglish' work is excellent. In this novel, we



have a psychotic killer who preys on women, Danglish provides us with great detail, in a clean

suspenseful way. I enjoy his work as it is not muddied with the bad language and exploitive sex that

a lot of the new writers think is necessary to be a top seller. They need to read Danglish' approach

and learn from success.After discovering Danglish' work, I have read all of this series, through

volume 8, and look forward to many more to follow! Thoroughly enjoyed!

It's amazing how after all that happened, there will still be some supposedly intelligent women who

will let strangers into their homes because they "looked decent and were polite". At the end of the

day though, good always triumphs over evil no matter how long it takes.
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